
appears particularly reckless. It implies a Isseries of steps 
leading to the  economic ruin of Italy, pervasive  destabili- 
zation and a right-wing  military COUP that would  indeed 
guarantee Italy’s  position in NATO. It would also guar- 
antee .the disintegration of the Atlantic Alliance. Chal- 
lenged in the Bundestag the other day to endorse the 
American declaration, Heimut Schmidt ostentatiously re- 
fused. The Social Democratic and Socialist  government’s 

and parties of the rest Europe (and most of the others) 
will tolerate a repetiftion of the Chilean experience in 
Western Europe.  The total independnce, or isolation, of 
Italy is of course an  illusion. its links with Western 
Europe  are at least as important to i t  as are those it has 
maintained with the United States.  West European soli-’ 
darity is a reality, and a diplomacy  which  has overlooked 
that  can only be deemed stupid. 

CARTER’S 

is  now evident that the Carter administration is search- 
ing a way out of the commitment made by 

- didate Carter t,o fight for a strong national health in- 
surance program. The ‘current tactic  is to delay  the 
introduction d national ‘health insurance legisleation un- 
til late in 1978 with the explicit wish that it not 
considered during the current Congressional session. 
More fundamentally, the adsministration seems willing 
to delay implementation !of national health insurance 
until sometime  in’ the 1980s ’and to accept any small, 
halfway  measures  as a sign of gradual progress. If these 
views  prevail, the net result ,may- well be to abandon 

piece oi weifare legislation 
envisioned  in  Roosevelt’s  New Deal. 

Carter’s people >do not, of course, use these terms 
to describe the wtreat. Instead, emphasis is given 
to the argument that medicaldcare must be  con- 
trolled before national health insurance is introduced, 
lest we suffer  once  aga,in the fpaud ‘and explosion 
that followed the introduction of Medicare and Medi- 
caid. But that is curious apgument to hear from 
avowed supporters of national health insurance. ig- 
nores one of the most compelling arguments for the 
comprehensive approach Favored  by  the Committee €or 
National Health Insurance (founded by Walter Reuther 
and headed by the current president of the United 
Automobile Workers, Douglas Fraser), embodied in 
the Kennedy/Corman bill-which is  that basic changes 
in the organ,ization and public financing of med,ical care 
are the  prerequisites for controlling the costs of medical 
care. As Dr. George  Silvkr pointed out in an earlier 
article in (“The System the Sickness,” 
September 10, 1977) “. . . the official reasoning seems 
to run in a circle of this costs cannot  be brought 

until the is ?xi: steps 
toward a national system that will provide for this  re- 
organization cannot be taken until costs  are under con- 
trol.” 

Moreover, the administration’s ow,n plan to, take a 
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step toward control of medical-care costs by attempting 
to place a 9 percent ceiling on hospital cost increases 
shows the failure of rhis  strategy. The  proposal has 
made absolutely no headway in Congress, and has been 
criticized on all sides as an attempt to deal with an 
isolated sympton, rather than the causes of increased 
medical-care costs. 

The  Carter retreat on natiund health insurance should 
come as  n,o surprise. As President he has never been 
strongly committed to national health insurance, and 
when he was campaigning for the ofice his 
of legislation in this area was similar to his suppdrt 
of the Eumphrey-Hawkins bill-late, grudging 
forthcoming only  d,uring  the heat of the crucial Penn- 
sylvania primary, when it seemed  necessary to demon- 
strate a commitment to major social refom. Later, this 
commitment was  reinforced by pressure Carter 
from his strongest supporters, the ‘. and its 
then President Leonard Woodcock. 

We +e  outcome of Humphrey-Halwkins. Enor- 
pressure by a united liberal-labor-black  ooalit,ion 

met strong resistance in the White House, and a result- 
ing compromise ensued in which President Carter en- 
dorsed a watered-down  version of the original legisla- 
tion. There  is a real quesrtmion  whether this be 
oonslidered a victory for snpporters of Humphrey- 
Hawkins. In-any case, the proponents deserve great 
credit for their perseverance and for campaign 
promises the Democratic Party’s platform als bar- 
gaining tools to obtain at least some action from the 
new administrati’on. (See  “The Promise af Humphrey- 
Hawkins” by Dorothy R. Steffens, 
ary 21.) 

A similar compromise on national’ health insurance 
b no as a pactid victory 

for those committed to p major reorganization of our 
medical-care system. The lesson to learned from the 
failures of Medicare and Medicaid (partial changes in 
the means of financing,  deliberately  designed not to 
affect the medical-care delivery ssytem) is that what- 
ever the kenefits of incremental reform in other areas 
of social piecemeal change in our way of financ- 
ing medical care is only inadequate, it is  typically 



, dysfunctional. Yet there  is a real danger that  that is  ex- 
actly  what we are about to get. 

Despite many  avowals to the contrary, it is a 
bet that the next piecemeal change in our medical- 
care financing  system  will be the enactment' of catas- 
trophe insurance-that  ils, protection against  unexpected 
and devastating medical  expenses. political attractive- 
ness  is obvious: it  would both relieve  some of the.worst 

, fears of the American people and would  initially cost 
the  U.8. Treasury only a few billion dollars. I t  would, 
unfortunately, itself be a catastrophe. 

Catastrophe insurance is not merely  insufficient, it is 
wrong  in both theory and praotice. First, it continues 

' tbe illusion, that better health can be attained, priqady 
by increased use of medical technology and drugs 
Tather than through changes in the physical and social 
environmeai and personal life  styles.  Second, it rein- 
forces the Ameiican practice discouraging  preventive 
medmicine by continuing the pattern of requiring individu- 
als to pay fully for initial medical expenses.  Finally, 
while it may  seem that  crisis, medicine is a finite quan- 
tity,  in contrast, fm example, ta the  un,needed and hence 
unnecessarily dangemus tonsillectomies  encouraged by 
our fee-for-service  system of paying  physicians hospi- 
tals, the fact is,  as the renal dialysis pragram and the 
case of Karen Quinlan, demonstrate, that physicians 
can always more procedures to perform in the name 
of a one-in-a-million  chance. The availability of  ca.tas- 
trophe insurance would further stimulate the  increas- 
ing  prevelance of high-cost/low-benefit  medicine. 

In 'short, the financial relief for  the  few made pos- 
sible by catastrophe insurance would  be  purchased at 
the expense ,of major cost increases for us all and  the 
reinforcement of the worst aspects of our medical-care 

' system.  Only those who take the sardonic view that in- 
creasing the faults of our medical-axre  system, is bene- 
ficial  because it will increase the outcry for major change 
should encouraged pos6bility of its enactment. 

#attempt  to renew the drive for a strong and 
comprehensive' program of national health insurance 
(Kennedy/kZorman)  will probably have to accomplish 
three major tasks-two dealing  with the subject directly 
and  one  dealihg  with broad social  policy. 

The  fist, paradoxically, is  to develop an acceptable 
position. is most improbable that a compre- 

hensive national health insurance .program can be  passed 
in the next two or three years, even if the present  ad- 
ministration swings over to position of enthusiastic 
support. However, something is likely to  be  done in this 
period, because po1,iticians will want to run for office 
claiming h a t  they  acted on behalf of the people's health. 
What we need,  therefore, are policies and proposals that 
pave the way for an effective,  comprehensive national 
health iniurance system, rather  than counterproductive 
measures that would ' delude people into thinking that 
the main problems of a medical-care  system had been 
solved. The key strategy here is to resist an add-on pro- 
gram for everybody (catastrophe insurance) and to, get 
behind a comprehensive program of medical-care fi- 
nancing and mganizational reform f,or a selected papu- 
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lation. Dr. Silver's previeusly mentioned  art,icle  sug- 
gested that a comprehensive  n'ational  !health insurance 
program  should  begin wiih children, and there,  are strong , 
reasons for agreeing 'wih Pediatric care 'differs 
quali,tatively from medical .care for- adults in its empha- 
sis on prevention and  ambulatory care rather than on i 
acute care and I hospitalization.  Moreover,*  changing 
demographic patterns suggest that we may soon 

a surplus of pediatricians. For these and other . 
reasons, it seems  likely 'that the public would most 
strongly support, and the providers be least likely 
to resist, changes in the financing delivery of medi- 
cal care for children. 

It will be if a l l  the in of im: 
proved medical care  at lower 'cost :should fall 
a position that leads away their ultimate 
national health insurance. Unfortunately, the current dis- 
trust between proponents of .Kiddiecare and &,Kennedy/ , 

Corman (charges of political naivetQ and sellout 
common) have hampered each, and thereby made re-.' 
sistance to  catastrophe insurancq more difficult. What 
is needed is an integration of the  two approaches 
recognizes both the probable need to begin with 
children and the logical  progress Kiddiecare to a 
comprehensive national health insurance system for all. 

More fundamentally important the success of na- 
tional health insurance,  however, is the development 
of a powerful.  grass-roots social movemknt  intensely 
com,mitted, to restructuring the medical-care  system. 
Comparing today's debate over national health insur- 
ance with the struggle  in the early over Medicare, 
one is struck by the absence of passion, in current 
controversy. A clear majority is, and been;  for 
some time, in favor of national health .insurance, just 
as. a clear majority  was in favor of Medicare. to 
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now, .however,, no group  has  assumed a role  similar to  
that played'%y tlie National Council of Senior Citizens 
Ti , the Medicark 'struggle. Until a similar group emerges 
to symbolize',and  dramatize failings of today's medi- 
cal-care system, the organized interests com,mitted to 

status quo may' continue to resist change, with- 
I standgg +e ':objective  forces': that  make it increasingly 
. nkessary. 

' f i e '  problem developing such a movement  is  that 
the  mai?, faging of ,our med,ical-care  system-built-in 
incentives for ever rising medical-care costs-is effective- 
ly hidden by,, the variety of' parties responsible for pay- 
ment:" individuals,' private insurers, state  and local gov- 
ernments aqd  the national government. This variety pre- 
vent? the public from grasping the  true 'costs o f  medical 
care  and weakens the  ,sense of urgency for overall change. 
Yet despite the "difficulties, the 'building of a committed 
constituency for national health insurance .is essential. 

Noihwithstanding these problems, it would be an  error 
t o  focus' the tactical mistakes or  the general 
weakpess ' of the. movement  for  national  health insur- 
ance. It wise to emphasize the  importance of forcing 
rhe Democratic  Party and P,resident Carter  to  go on 
record in  support of _$at 'insurance.  Moreover,'  the view 
that  health  care ii a righ't conthues  to acceptance, 
and the organized supporters of national  health insur- 
ance now have  mdre political weight than 
ponents.' The American  Medical Association, in 
ticular, is  much less influential since it  lost the fight 
against Medicare.' 

The  main  reason why the campaign for  national  health 
insurance does  not pick ' is to 

found  in an analysis of h e  specific questions oE 
health' policy and politics. Instead, this failure is prob- 
ably part of the current disbelief in governmental in- 
tervention as an effkctive approach to any social prob- 

. ,?E, a ge-neral conceq with, to use Nathan 
I - .  Glazer's.phrase, '',the of social p,olicy." Ultimately, 
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Bi'llions d 'dollars spent each for f e d d l  public 
wbrks projeds throughout  the  United  States.  This fiscal 
year, for exlample, Congress has made available $9.89 
billion  for  tgansportation constr,uction projects, $2.1 bilT 
lion  for  dams and waterways; $4 billion for cqit21 
an+ to  local  governments  through  the  Public  Works 
Employment and billions more tlirough the  bloc 
grants program o f  the  Community H:ousing and Develop- 
ment Despite  these very large disbursements, 
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therefore,  the  main  task of those favoring comprehen- 
sive reform in our system of medical-care financing 
organization will be to challenge and change the cur- 
rent "neo-conservative" of ?he country. 

This mood is particularly harmful to the cause of 
national  health insurance. While an  effective health in- 
surance  program  should, at most, increase health-care 

. costs only very marginally at  the  start,  and ' is  essential 
to c,ost control in the long  run, it would mean a massive 
shift in expenditures from private and  state. and  local 
budgets to the  national  budget. Thus, it  has,  the ap- 
pearance of being a truly vast new undertaking. In a 
period of economic trouble, when the  Carter adminis- 
tration is preoccupied with holdming down ex- 
penditures and balancing the budget, it is easy 
to azrgue that the time is especially not right for this 
aew social program. 

But at the  heart o€ the  problem  are not economic 
facts but social values. lf the -will, bek f  and oommit- 
ment  to  national health insurance  were present; the ob- 
vious superiiciality of focusing on federal expenditures 
for health, rather  than on total  health expenditures, 
be easily exposed. 'the  current mmood of social- 
poky  conservatism, widespread in the American people 
and present to a disappointing ,degree within the Carter 
administration, is  to be overcome is beyond the 
of this article. But at least  the  proponents of national 
heaW ,insurance will be  more effective if they  recog- 
n5ze the influence of the social-policy climate on their 

Under  present circumstances, atherefore,  we mu; ex- 
pect thzt issues CatimzI h e a h  iasa-ance will be 
unresolved for  quite some time. 'Without  in any  way 

' minimizing the importance of electoral politics, it must 
be recognized that victories at the polls are  not enoug!h. ' 
Resisting social change is  easy;  promoting change' re- 
quires more than assigning Demdcrats to the seats  of 
power. 0 
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public  works-  program isn't getting doni  "the' job it 
sk up tu 

Urban. unemployment stands well Fbove the already- 
too-high' 6.4 percent nlational average; transport,ation  and 
housing remain  inadequate  for many  .Americans,  and 
the, vision that  postwar ,budget surpluses could ,put 

, to work rebuilding our cities and countryside hlas s,ome- 
. how been i n  part, faiiures persist because the fund- 

ing, though large, is yet insutticient for  the, monhehtal  
tasks. In part  #too, they be the_ result of overam-' 
bitious goals. But  in large  measure,  one  must  attribute 
these failures to misdirection and .lack of imagination  in 
t'he fomulation of the  nation's  public works, program. 
The multibiliion-doPar National Defense Hlighway 
tem, one example of an ill-conceived public work, has 
sped  the dedine of cities and the  deterioration of I mass 
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